
HOLIDAY HOME WORK 2022-23 
CLASS   XI 

 Tkkequ dk isM+] ued dk njksxk] vkyksvka¡/kkjh] jktLFkku dh jtr cw¡nsa

 izfrfnu ,d ist ys[ku dk;Z djsaA ¼jpukRed ys[k] tulapkj ek/;e] i=dkfjrk ds fofo/k vk;ke vkfn½

ENGLISH: 

 Design a poster on the topic –‘How CNG can be the best alternative to diesel and petrol.’ [50 words] 

 Describe ‘How corona virus is affecting your dreams – and what to do about it’. [120-150 words]  

HISTORY: 

 Complete your project file work on the topic allotted. 

 Learn and revise the chapter The Three Orders & Changing Cultural Traditions  

  Do map practice of the topic – Writing and City Life, An Empire Across Three Continents and Nomadic 

Empires  

POLITICAL SCIENCE: 

 Read the chapters Nationalism & Secularism 

 Write the answer of the below given questions in your fair note book. 

1. Define Nationalism. Mention its Advantages & Disadvantages.  

2. State any 8 provisions of the Indian constitution that demonstrate the secular nature of Indian 

state.  

ECONOMICS: 

 Prepare a project file on any topic of your choice related to the micro Economics or statistics. 

MATHEMATICS: 

Practice: Chapter 

 Straight lines 

 Trigonometric functions (R.D. Sharma)  

PHYSICS: 

 Prepare following chapters: 

1. Kinematics 

2. Laws of motion  

3. Work and energy  

CHEMISTRY: 

 Practice the IUPAC and nomenclature questions from NCERT. 

 Revise the chapter Thermodynamics & Equillibrium with NCERT exercise. 

BIOLOGY: 

 Learn the following chapters 

1. Neural control and coordination 

2. Photosynthesis in higher plants 

3. Respiration in plants 



COMPUTER SCIENCE: 

 Perform the following programs in IDLE. Write down the python codes for the given problems. 

1. Input a welcome message and display it. 

2. Input two numbers and display the larger number. 

3. Input three numbers and display the largest number. 

4. Generate the following patterns using nested loop. 

 
5. Write a program to input the value of x and n and print the sum of the following series: 

 1+x+x2+x3+x4+. ..........xn.  
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6. Determine whether a number is a perfect number, an armstrong number or a palindrome. 

7. Input a number and check if the number is a prime or composite number. 

8. Display the terms of a Fibonacci series. 

9. Compute the greatest common divisor and least common multiple of two integers. 

10. Count and display the number of vowels, consonants, uppercase, lowercase characters in string. 

11. Input a string and determine whether it is a palindrome or not also convert the case of characters 

in a string. 

12. Find the largest and smallest number in a list. 

13. Input a list of numbers and swap elements at the even location with the elements at the odd 

location. 

14. Input a list of elements, search for a given element in the list. 

15. Input a list of numbers and find the smallest and largest number from the list. 

 Create an application (e-banking system, e-reservation system, e-shopping etc) of your choice using 

the concepts of Python like lists, dictionaries etc.  

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: 

 Do long answer questions of the following chapters: 

 Chapter 8. Physiology , Anatomy and Kinesiology in sports  

 Chapter 9. Psychology and Sports  

  Chapter 10.Doping and Training in Sports.   
 

ACCOUNTANCY: 

 Practice question no. 1 to 7 of chapter “Financial statement” (with adjustment). 

 Prepare a project file on the topic “Source Documents and Vouchers”. 

BUSINESS STUDIES: 

 Write on the following topics as allotted Roll No. wise- 

 1-6: Indian MNC’s and their CEO’s with their Brand name, Brand Mark and Taglines. (any 5) 

 7-12: Popular Co-Operative societies in India with their details. (any 5) 

 13-18: Various quality marks and their issuing agencies in India and worldwide. (any 5) 

 19-22: Various scams that took place in India after independence with their volume and reasons. (any 2) 


